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The purpose of the method is to increase the sensitivity of an automatically generated test suite to mutations of a model. Unlike existing methods for generating test scenarios that use the mutational approach to assess the resulting test set, the proposed method analyzes the possibility of detecting mutations on the fly, in the process of analyzing the model’s behavior space, by adding of special coverage goals. Two types of mutants manifestation are considered: deviations in the behavior of paths for (weak case) and in the observed output (strong case). A new algorithm is proposed for efficient search of a path with observable effect of a mutation.
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The method – to increase the sensitivity automatically generated test suite to mutations of the model. Unlike methods that consider deviations in the behavior of paths for (weak case) and in the observed output (strong case), the proposed method analyzes the possibility of detecting mutations on the fly, in the process of analyzing the model’s behavior space, by adding of special coverage goals. Two types of mutants manifestation are considered: deviations in the behavior of paths for (weak case) and in the observed output (strong case). A new algorithm is proposed for efficient search of a path with observable effect of a mutation.

1. Introduction

Test cases efficiency problem. Testing is the most used way of assessing quality in the software industry. Manual testing is labor intensive and often inefficient. Model-based development often considers automated test generation from the model as a form of requirements-based testing and also resolves the oracle problem. Commonly, test suite effectiveness is associated with its fault detection ability, while efficiency is measured by taking the ratio of the number of tests over the number of faults found. The majority of test generation approaches use some structural coverage criterion based on a behavioral model of the SUT to guide the selection of test cases [1]. However, whether or which coverage criterion best guides software testing towards fault detection remains a controversial and open question [2, 3].

Moreover, many empirical studies [2, 4, 5] suggest that the level of structural coverage itself is not a good indicator of the effectiveness of a test suite. For example, in [5], authors made MC/DC coverage for a model of a flight guidance system, and then executed the tests on implementations that had been seeded with errors. They found that the auto generated tests detected relatively few bugs due to absence of observability effect in test cases, and generally performed even worse than random testing.

Mutation Testing is a fault-based testing technique which provides a coverage criterion called the “mutation adequacy score”. The mutation score is a widely used assessment of estimating the ability to reveal defects by a test suite [8]. The score is defined as the percentage of killed mutants with the total number of (non-equivalent) mutants. Mutation Testing is considered as an effective approach to identifying of adequate test data which can be used to find real faults [7, 8]. The main drawback of the mutation assessment is the high cost of generating the mutants and executing each test case against each mutant program.

Test cases generation problem. Reachability checking of required coverage criteria is a research topic of increasing importance, see e. g., [8–13]. Problems with decidability and performance encountered in the development of automating software testing techniques have stimulated different research approaches [9]: stochastic and combinatorial methods are easy to implement and are fast, but result in poor coverage and high redundancy. Genetic algorithms [10, 11] enhance coverage by selecting more promising test populations. Many systems implement hybrid and heuristic strategies. For example, systematic methods [12–16], including the proposed approach, extract constraints for executing model paths and obtain test inputs that direct model behavior along these paths. For the observability, such path shall contain some data flow chain from the fault to its visible output.

For model-based test generation, a test goal with regards to a chosen coverage criterion could be specified through a temporal logic formula which is typically represented in the form “always not p”. Using different methods of model checking [1, 9, 18], it is possible to produce a counterexample trace, which violates the required property p. However, explicit specifying of a temporal logic formula for a mutant which shall be manifested in an output signal...
may turn to be impractically unwieldy: model may potentially include huge amount of different ways leading to observation of the mutant, and, while it is sufficient to find only one of them, such approach will require their specification, additionally complicating the search task.

Reachability analysis can be augmented by automata based models, where the information about data flow chain to be covered is maintained in auxiliary automata [13, 14]. For example, in [15] a specialized decision procedure for early termination of path unfolding is proposed, which allows exploration of a state only if it might increase the requested data flow coverage, resulting in more efficient state-space exploration.

Proposed solutions. Our algorithm tends to select inputs that cause each mutant to fail making a difference in the mutated model behavior and also in its visible output. Briefly, our approach to the mutation score increasing is based on the following steps: (1) generation of auxiliary goals to reach mutations directly, (2) paths prolongation to make the mutation effect observable via coverage of some data flow chain, (3) considering info about mutants killed by each test case during test suite minimization.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to mutation-based approach and common fault types, section 3 describes auxiliary goals to reach the mutations and the main algorithm, section 4 presents an approach for ensuring observability of the mutation effect and a new algorithm for data flow chain coverage, section 5 discusses related work, section 6 concludes.

2. Mutation-based approach

Commonly, mutation analysis is used as a method for estimation of ability to reveal faults. Its theory is based on two hypotheses: the Competent Programmer Hypothesis and Coupling Effect [19]. The first states that programmers are competent, which implies that they tend to develop programs close to the correct version. Coupling Effect concerns the type of faults used in mutation analysis. It states that “Test data that distinguishes all programs differing from a correct one by only simple errors is so sensitive that it also implicitly distinguishes more complex errors” [7]. Mutation analysis deliberately introduces artificially-generated faults into the original model, which are called ‘mutants’. Commonly it is assumed that each mutant should contain a single fault which is a small syntactical change so that it does not affect the overall objective of the program.

Types of Mutation Testing. Many observations of real faults conclude that typical programmer errors include missing or extra conditions and use of incorrect operator or operands. For example, the following fault types can be hypothesised:

**Arithmetic:** Changes an arithmetic operator (+, -, /, *, mod, exp).

**Relational:** Changes a relational operator (=, !=, <, >, <=, >=).

**Value mutation:** These faults involves modification of values or constants:

- a. Stuck at 0: A primary parameter is always set to 0.
- b. Off-by-one error: A variable or parameter or constant is greater or less by 1.

**Statement faults:** Usually just a missing of some assignment.

**Decision faults:** Incorrect logical operators, can be classified as follows:

- a. Operator reference fault: ‘ ∨ ’ is replaced by ‘ ∧ ’, or vice versa, e.g., \( x_1 \land x_2 \) by \( x_1 \lor x_2 \).
- b. Expression negation fault: A subformula replaced by its negation, for example, \( x_1 \land (x_2 \lor x_3) \) implemented as \( x_1 \land \neg (x_2 \lor x_3) \).
- c. Variable negation fault: One of the conditions is replaced by its negation or negation is missed in the formula.
- d. Associative Shift Fault: Incorrect implementation due to misunderstanding about operator evaluation priorities, and is caused by missing the brackets. For example, \( x_1 \land (x_2 \lor x_3) \) if implemented as \( x_1 \land x_2 \lor x_3 \) will mean \( (x_1 \land x_3) \lor x_3 \), since ‘ ∨ ’ has higher priority as compared to ‘ ∧ ’.
- e. Missing variable fault: absence of a condition in the formula, e.g., \( x_1 \lor x_2 \) implemented as \( x_1 \).
- f. Variable reference fault: A condition is replaced by another input that appears in the formula, for example, \( x_1 \land x_2 \lor \neg x_1 \land x_3 \) implemented as \( x_1 \land x_2 \lor \neg x_2 \land x_3 \).

A test case is said to kill a mutant, if it fails during execution simulation on model with that mutant. The fact of failure is ascertained using expected value oracles, which define concrete expected observable values for each test input. For formal models, it is possible to exploit so-called maximum oracle that defines expected values for all outputs and all internal state variables at each step of simulation (also called weak mutation criterion). To kill a mutant using strong mutation [19], the following conditions must be met [16, 20]:

- the test must reach the mutation;
- the test must infect program state by causing it to differ between the original and mutated program;
- incorrect state must propagate to program output;
- the test oracle must reveal the difference.

Strong Mutation is often referred to as traditional Mutation Testing [7] though it is computationally much more expensive than weak mutation.
The success of a test set is measured by the number of the mutants it can kill. Many researchers have conducted experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of Mutation Testing. There are evidences reported [3, 7, 8] that mutation-wise adequate test sets more easily satisfy the “all-uses” data flow coverage criteria than “all-uses” test sets satisfy mutation criteria [21]. The authors of [21] came to a conclusion that while the number of coverage items for mutation testing is much larger than that needed for statement or branch coverage, it did not require significantly more tests.

One of the major sources of computational cost in Mutation Testing is the large number of mutants to be executed against the test suite. As a result, reducing the number of generated mutants without significant loss of test effectiveness has become a popular research problem. For example, Mutant Sampling [22] approach randomly chooses a small subset of mutants from the entire set for analysis and the remaining mutants are discarded. There were many empirical studies of this approach; the results suggested that random selection of 10% of mutants is only 16% less effective than a full set of mutants in terms of mutation score [7].

3. Method description

Throughout this paper, algorithms will be presented using the model of extended finite state machine (EFSM).

Definition. An EFSM A is a tuple \( \langle C, c_0, s_0, E, V, T \rangle \), where C is a set of control flow locations, \( c_0 \in C \) the initial location, E is a set of events, V is a finite set of variables with finite value domains and T is a finite set of transitions. A transition is of the form \( \langle s, g, t, u, c' \rangle \in T \), where \( c \in C \) is the source location and \( c' \in C \) – destination, \( g \) is a guard (a first-order predicate) over \( V \), \( t \in E \) is an event, and \( u \) is an update in the form of an assignment of variables in \( V \) to expressions over \( V \). A state of an EFSM is a mapping from \( V \) to values, \( s_0 \) an initial state. A model state transition is of the form \( s \xrightarrow{t} s' \) and is possible if there is a transition \( \langle s, g, t, u, c' \rangle \in T \) where the guard \( g \) is satisfied for the valuation of \( s \), and the result of updating \( s \) according to \( u \) is \( s' \). A path is a proper sequence of states leading from initial state: \( s_0 \xrightarrow{u_1} s_1 \xrightarrow{u_2} \ldots \). A state \( s_i \) is reachable, if there is a path leading from initial state \( s_0 \) to \( s_i \). \( S \) denotes the whole set of reachable states.

Producing of auxiliary goals to reach.

Performing of the generation of mutations is not considered in this paper; it could be done using some off-the-shelf mutations generator. Our approach assumes that the set of mutations is represented by subsets \( \text{MUT}(t) \), where \( t \) is a transition name. Faults can be introduced either in pre- or post-condition in accordance with the types of mutation. We will consider mutations in pre-conditions; for this case we assume that the mutated behavior shall take a different execution branch.

Definition (necessity). A path \( p \) weakly kills a mutant \( m \) of an original precondition \( q \) if it includes a state \( s \) such that the following is satisfiable:

\[
(s \land q \land \neg m) \lor (s \land \neg q \land m)
\]

In the algorithm description we will only consider case \( s \land q \land \neg m \) since we assume that each model’s conditional statement will have both – ‘if’ and ‘else’ branches, and thus, case \( s \land \neg q \land m \) will be handled for ‘else’-case.

In Strong Mutation, for a given program \( p \), a mutant \( m \) of program \( p \) is said to be killed only if mutant \( m \) gives a different output from the original program \( p \) [7, 19]. So we adopt the definition of the observability via requirement of coverage of appropriate data flow interactions sequence which are represented as alternating definitions and uses. A sequence \( \{ d_{v_1}^k u_{v_2}^k d_{v_2}^k u_{v_3}^k \ldots d_{v_n}^k u_{v_{n+1}}^k \} \) is a data flow chain (df-chain) if, for every \( 1 \leq i \leq n \), \( (d_{v_i}^k, u_{v_{i+1}}^k) \) is a du-pair [23]. Note that the use \( u_{v_i}^k \) and definition \( d_{v_i}^k \) occur at the same vertex for every \( 1 \leq i \leq n \). A path \( v_1 \pi_1 v_2 \pi_2 \ldots v_{n+1} \) is a definition–clear path from \( v_1 \) to \( v_{n+1} \) with respect to \( x \). A data flow chain consisting of \( k-1 \) pairs, \( k \geq 2 \), is a \( k \)-definition/reference interaction (\( k \)-dr interaction) in the terminology used by Ntafos [24].

Definition (observability). A path strongly kills a mutant if the mutant is weakly killed and there is: (1) some affected output or (2) some non-empty set of affected definitions and there is some path covering some data flow sequence (Ntafos \( k \)-dr interaction) starting from the definition point of affected variable and passing to some parameter of some observable output.

This definition of observability is optimistically inaccurate – it may report that certain mutations are observable when they are actually not. This is easily demonstrated [20] by a code fragment: if (cond) then out := 0 else out := 0. Note that in general, the problem of equivalent mutations is undecidable [7].

A control-flow location is affected by a mutant if the mutant causes difference in a conditional operator decision (and thus, difference in the immediate flow location) and the location is inside of a dominance frontier of the conditional operator. This implies that any definition and observable output which location is in the affected locations set also becomes ‘affected by the mutation’. For the branch taken by mutated condition, affected definitions are previous ones w.r.t. definitions inside of the branch frontier. Let’s consider examples given at fig. 1a, 1b, 1c.

Let the mutated assignment in code snippet at Fig. 1a is condition ‘\( A == 0 \)’ at line 2 so that it becomes non-satisfiable. Observable difference with original model then will be absence of ‘\( \lor\)’ message.
Let the mutated condition in code snippet at Fig. 1b is cond1 at line 2 so that it becomes non-satisfiable, and thus, original model behavior path will go through the else-branch. The affected locations are 2–8, so the set of affected definitions is {1:A, 3:A, 6:B, 8:C}. There is a k-dr interaction [8:C, 11:Z, 13:Z] which, if reachable, allows the mutation to be observed (in the original model correct output will be 1, in mutated – 0).

Let the mutated condition in code snippet at Fig. 1c is cond1 at line 2 so that it becomes non-satisfiable. There is no k-dr interaction which can drive to the observation, however, the mutation effect is observable: in original model correct output will be 0, and in mutated – 1. This example shows lack of sensitivity to the mutation effect in the proposed approach – the divergence in condition 6 is uncaught. In order to overcome this issue, in [20] special tagging procedure is maintained in order to avoid possible masking of affected variables in conditions encountered during prolongation paths.

```
1 A:=0;
2 if(A == 0)
3   print('ok');
4 else
5   print('end');
6 return;
```

Fig. 1. Observability example: a – divergence in output signal; b – divergence in output parameter; c – uncaught divergence

**Main algorithm.** Below the main algorithm is described (see fig. 2). It takes an input sets MUT of mutated transitions. Its output is two sets – strongly killed mutants (i.e., for which observable k-dr interaction is found) and weakly killed mutants (for which only difference in some conditional operator is identified).

```
1 procedure search(MUT)
2   weakly_killed:=∅;
3   strongly_killed:=∅;
4   POSTPONED:=initial state;
5   while POSTPONED ≠ ∅
6     select s from POSTPONED;
7     if(s can contribute or can reach undiscovered mutant) then
8       for all t from transition alternatives at s
9         if sat(s ∧ t.precond) then
10           s′ := pt(s,t);
11           add s′ to POSTPONED;
12         else propagate_back(unsat_core(s ∧ t.precond), s);
13       for all tm ∈ MUT(t)
14         if (s ∧ t.precond ∧ ¬tm.precond) then
15           affected_nodes := affected_set(s, t, tm);
16           (res_observe; observe_point) = find_observation(s, affected_nodes);
17           if res_observe = true then
18             add (tm; observe_point) to strongly_killed;
19             remove tm from MUT(t);
20           else
21             add (tm; s) to weakly_killed;
22             propagate_back(res_observe, s);
23     return (strongly_killed, {weakly_killed except strongly_killed});
```

Fig. 2. A reachability analysis algorithm adopted for on-the-fly mutants killing

Exact state-space traversal procedure description is out of scope of this paper, we only mention that decision about state unfolding may rely on unsatisfiability cores [18], which are propagated by propagate_back procedure. Operator pt at line 10 realizes forward predicate transformation [25] from one state to another using existentional abstraction. Procedure find_observation (described in Section 4) finds a prolongation of the path with observable effect of the mutation or provides a feedback to the test generation process via res_observe which accumulates info
about failures of the search. Procedure affected_set find all sets of variables definitions, parameterized by event name, which values are affected by the mutant \( tm \) at state \( s \) w.r.t. original transition \( t \). If the mutation is in precondition, and thus, the difference with original model is in the different decision branch, the procedure will collect all definitions (assignments) down to the dominance frontier of the difference. If the mutation is in post-condition, then the procedure will result only in one definition – the mutated assignment.

4. Ensuring observability of the mutation effect

This section describes the path prolongation procedure which finds a suffix covering some (non-predefined) data flow chain which essentially represents Ntoukos k-dr interaction [24].

We will consider a mutation effect as observable if a prolongation of the mutated path from the divergence point will manifest a difference with the normal path in one of two ways: it will differ in some output signal or in some parameter of some output signal. For this reason we will identify a set of assignments which are affected by the detected behavior difference and try to find a sequence of actions such that at least one of such assignment via some transitive assignments will finally appear in any parameter of any output signal.

The idea of the search performance improving is to extend the path termination condition so that it can avoid unfolding of non-perspective states with respect to the sought observability. The improving is based on two modifications: for each state, the novel algorithm will store information about (1) reachable set of observable variables, and (2) affected by mutation difference variables definitions. For this purpose the algorithm needs auxiliary attributes of a state –– special sets –– respectively ‘observable’ and ‘affected’. Note that the sets will be computed on-the-fly, and at the moment of states comparison it is unknown whether the ‘observable’ set can be enlarged, but, nevertheless, the decision about path termination shall be made. In order to resolve the contradiction, the proposed algorithm has a state refinement option, which may resume previously terminated state and continue it’s unfolding.

Thus, the state structure is extended by a tuple \(<transition, affected, observed, idems, prev>\) where \( transition \) is a name of event which adduces to the state, \( affected \) and \( observed \) stores information about prospects of the search, they will be used to prune analyzed behavior branches that will not be able to reach desired observation; \( set idems \) keeps track of equivalent states, it is used for terminated paths resuming and \( prev \) holds the previous state on the current path. The new algorithm consists of two procedures –– find_observation (fig. 3) and propagate_observable (fig. 4).

```c
1 procedure find_observation(s_0, affected_defs)
2 s_0.transition:=\{\}; s_0.prev:=\{\}; s_0.observable:=\{\}; s_0.idems:=\{\};
3 s_0.affected:= affected_defs;
4 WAIT:=s_0; VISITED:=\{\};
5 while WAIT\#\{\}
6   select s from WAIT;
7   if (\exists s': s'\in VISITED \land restrict(s)\subseteq restrict(s')) then
8      for all v\in s'.observable
9         propagate_observable(v, p);
10     if [s'.observable \land vars(s.affected)] = \{\} then
11        add (s, p) to s'.idems;
12        continue;
13     add s to VISITED;
14   for all (t, s') : s\rightarrow s'
15      s'.affected := s.affected;
16      //Remove all re-defined variables from affected_defs
17      for all v,c: (v,c)\in affected_defs \land \forall v \in vars(affected_defs)
18         remove (v,c) from s'.affected;
19      //Update affected set with new defs which are affected by affected_defs
20      for all v: (v,t)\in affected_defs \land \exists d\in s.affected \land (v,t)\in c-uses(d)
21         add (v,t) to s'.affected;
22      if \exists v, c: (v,c)\in s'.affected \land \forall v\in observable_output(t)
23         return (true; p);
24   for all v\in observable_output(t)
25      propagate_observable(v, p);
26   s'.observable:=\{\}; s'.idems:=\{\};
27   s'.transition:=t; s'.prev:=s;
28   add s' to WAIT;
29 return (unsat reasons propagated upto s_0, \{\});
```

Fig. 3. The algorithm for finding of observability: procedure find_observation
The procedure \texttt{propagate\_observable} propagates detection of observation of variables bottom-up to their redefinition along the current path, also adding by transitivity left-side of assignments which has observable variables at the right-side, and also adds every encountered state in \texttt{idems} for which observability has not been propagated yet into the \texttt{WAIT} set again in order to maintain completeness of the search. We will write \( v.c \) to denote definition of a variable \( v \) at location \( c \) (location is identified with transition name). Function \( \texttt{vars(ds)} \) will be used to denote set of variables belonging to the set of definitions \( ds \).

\begin{verbatim}
28 procedure propagate.observable(v, curr_pos)
29    if v \in curr_pos.observable then return;
30    add v to curr_pos.observable;
31    while curr_pos.prev \neq \emptyset
32       x := curr_pos.prev;
33       if v \notin x.observable then
34          for all i:i \in x.idems
35             add i to WAIT;
36          x.idems := \emptyset;
37          for all r:r \in \texttt{defs}(x, curr_pos.transition) \land v \in c-\texttt{uses}(x, curr_pos.transition, r)
38             propagate.observable(r, x);
39          if v \in \texttt{defs}(x, curr_pos.transition) then return;
40      curr_pos := curr_pos.prev;
41    return;
\end{verbatim}

Fig. 4. The algorithm for finding of observability: procedure \texttt{propagate\_observable}

At line 18, \texttt{c-\texttt{uses}}(\( s,t,v \)) denotes a set of variables which are used for computation of variable \( v \) at state \( s \) during performing of transition \( t \), i.e., all variables from the right hand side of the assignment to \( v \). Predicate ‘observable_output\( (t) \)’ (used at lines 20 and 22) denotes set of variables which are observable at point \( t \).

Note that the current searching state is considered as non-perspective (and thus, it will be terminated) if it can not reach observation of the mutation effect: none of its ‘affected’ set of variables can become observable. The condition is formulated at line 10. However, as it was mentioned before, the decision is not irrevocable: the idem-state can be refined later by the \texttt{propagate\_observable} procedure at lines 9 or 23, and the terminated state will be placed to the set \texttt{WAIT} again at line 35.

In example 4 (fig. 5) the mutated condition is \texttt{cond1}, which holds in original model and, by condition at line 14 of the main algorithm, fails in mutated version. Therefore set of affected variables definitions is \{\( (1,F), (3,A), (5,F) \)\}. The observability algorithm will terminate unfolding of path \( p1=\{1,2,3,6,7,8,12,6\} \) due to condition at lines 7 and 10, because the ‘observable’ set of a state at point ‘6’ is empty for the second time. But later, during processing of path \( p2=\{1,2,3,6,7,9,10,11\} \) it will be refined because the \texttt{propagate\_observable} procedure will add the variable ‘A’ (via ‘B’ and ‘X’ by transitivity) to ‘observable’ set of state at point ‘6’, forcing resuming of path \( p1 \) (because condition at line 10 is no longer hold), so that it will be re-constructed to \( p1=\{1,2,3,6,7,8,12,6,7,9,10,11\} \), making effect of the mutation observable via du-sequence \( \langle 3,A \rangle \rightarrow \langle 8,B \rangle \rightarrow \langle 10,X \rangle \rightarrow \langle 11,X \rangle \).

Example 5 (Fig. 6) demonstrates avoiding of exponential growth of state-space to be traversed for the model without observable effect of mutated condition cond. While number of reachable paths is \( O(2^{n+1}) \), after the first path \( \{1,2,3,4,6,\ldots,n+4,n+6\} \) all posterior paths \( \{1,2,3,4,6,\ldots,n+4,n+5\}, \{1,2,3,4,6,\ldots,n+2,n+3\}, \ldots, \{1,2,3,4,5,6\} \) will be terminated at line 12 of the algorithm, despite enlarging of ‘observable’ set, because the intersection of sets of affected variables \{A\} and observable variables \{X\} is empty. This allows to reduce number of visited states to \( O(n) \).

\begin{verbatim}
1 A:=0; F:=0; i:=0;
2 if(cond1)
3   A:=1;
4 else
5    F:=1;
6  while(i<N)
7     if(cond2)
8        B:=A;
9     else
10        X:=B;
11    OUTPUT(X);
12    i++;
13 return;
\end{verbatim}

Fig. 5. Coverage example 4

\begin{verbatim}
1 A:=0;forall(i=0..n) X\( i \):=0;
2 if(cond)
3   A:=1;
4 else
5   OUTPUT(X\( n \));
6 n+4 if(...)
7 n+5 OUTPUT(X\( n \));
8 n+6 return;
\end{verbatim}

Fig. 6. Coverage example 5
**Theorem.** Let the size of the initial set of affected variables definitions is 1 and let the model has only one feasible finite k-dr interaction from s0 to the observation point. Then the find_observation algorithm guaranteed to find a path which will cover the sequence in time O(max(|S|, |E|) · |V|) for finite-state models.

**Proof sketch.**

**Termination.** In the path termination decision at line 7 the algorithm may consider at most |S| number of states, condition at line 10 may become false at most |V| times per state, number of transitions outgoing from a state is at most |T|. The WAIT set is extended at line 26, where a new state is reached, and at line 35, where idem-state is refined. Number of model transitions and states is finite, and the number of refinements, according to condition at line 33 and updates of the observable set at line 30 at worst is |S| · |V|. Total time of other computations, including the propagate observable procedure, is obviously no more than O(max(|T|, |S|) · |V|).

**Correctness.** By induction on the number of iterations of the loop at lines 5–26 that have completed their work (at lines 12, 21, 26), it is sufficient to show that if the supposed k-dr interaction shall be covered, then the following alternatives only are possible:

1. the sequence is already covered (i.e., the procedure terminated at line 21),
2. the state from which the path for the k-dr interaction coverage is reachable, is in WAIT set,
3. the state s from which the path for the k-dr interaction coverage is reachable, is in idem-set of some state q ∈ VISITED, but there is another state in WAIT set such that its analysis will eventually lead to the extension of ‘observable’ set of q, and thus, s will be placed in WAIT again at line 35.

Note that only two termination cases are possible: at line 21, when the desired path is found, and at line 27, when WAIT becomes empty, meaning that no satisfying path exists. Since at the first iteration of the loop the set WAIT is non-empty (it will contain initial state) and, under assumption that the supposed covering path exists, it will, according to the induction proposition, remain non-empty until termination at line 21. This means that the algorithm will find the path which covers the k-dr interaction since the algorithm will eventually terminate.

**Implementation notes.**

1. For models with well-structured control flow graph, over-approximation of the ‘observable’ set could be computed statically, e.g., before actual state space traversal. This will allow example 2 to terminate much earlier.
2. Due to memory consumption for larger models it is efficient to check mutations in iterative manner.
3. In case of faulty post-condition, the mutated definition will just be added to the initial affected set. Also, to avoid masking of the mutation effect, all atomic predicates in p-usages shall be substituted with conditional clause \( \neg(v=ori_v) \), where ori_v is the value of the appropriate variable v at current state of original model. For example, for faulty b, original condition \( (a \lor b) \) will be mutated to \( (a \lor \neg b) \), and thus, in order to recognize the difference with the mutated behavior, a state satisfying \( \neg a \land b \) shall then be reached.
4. In order to avoid duplicate search, before looking for a new observability path, check if it was already created for another mutant killing.
5. The traversal can be easily tuned to BFS or DFS strategy: for this reason, the path depth shall be taken into account in the operator select.

**Test suite minimization.**

The aim of a good test suite generation technique is killing as many mutants with fewer test cases. A test suite may exhibit substantial levels of redundancy, as each test likely kills several mutants. In general, the minimization task is NP-complete, so greedy approximation is used in practice [26]. Having information regarding the mutants each test will kill, the greedy algorithm selects the test scenario that covers the largest number of mutants not killed by the previously selected tests.

5. Related work

Model-based test generation is a topic of interest of much research [9]. Largely existing approaches use some coverage criterion, pure or with auxiliary heuristics, and try to achieve better results (performance, quality, maintainability, ability to reveal bugs etc.). Ability of detection of certain types of faults by different coverage criteria is discussed, for example, in [21].

**Mutation score.** The main idea of mutation based test data generation is to produce test data that can effectively kill mutants. Constraint-based test data generation is one of the automatic approaches where each condition for a mutant is turned into constraint. However, without observability, the method [16] only guarantee weak killing; the technique also suffers from some of the drawbacks associated with symbolic evaluation [7, 12]. Works [10, 11] apply genetic approach to increase mutation score: starting from some initial test suite the algorithms proposed produce new populations with higher mutation ratio. Authors of [27] emphasize influence of test suite minimization on its fault-detection ability. They came to a conclusion that test suite size is much more responsible for that rather than different coverage criteria achieved. Similarly, in [2] the authors observed a significant correlation between the effectiveness of a test suite and its size.
Observability. In [23], data flow-based testing is extended to consider control flow dependencies; this approach allows to make the effect of coverage items observable. Following this approach, in our previous work [14] all generated test paths are prolonged with respect to a pre-defined def-use-chain which completes at a statement with an observable effect of the coverage item (e. g., a statement where this item is output to the environment or written to persistent storage). Note however, that the observability method itself does not imply sufficiency condition for test output divergence: the method only focused on def-use chain, not taking into account actual computed values and possible ‘masking’ effect, which occurs when the value of a condition (an atomic variable or subexpression) in a Boolean decision hides the effects of other conditions. In order to overcome the masking issue, in [20] authors have proposed special tagging procedure, which introduces an auxiliary attribute – tag – for each variable corresponding to a Boolean expression or atomic value in the program, the observability of which is tracked through the execution of the a program. In order to generate tests that meet the conditions of observability, the tags tracking is annotated with trap properties so that the path condition is considered to be fulfilled if the tag is propagated to the output.

Performance. In [13], test generation is performed using a coverage criterion in the form of a set of items to be covered and introduces the notion of coverage subsumption, which allows to truncate the exploration of a path if it does not cover more items than were previously generated. The method proposed in [17] truncates exploration of a path as soon as the analysis can determine that continued execution will produce effects that have already been seen. This approach collects the set of all read-accessed (live) variables during the search and compares states only up to those variables. However, in order to identify the read-set for some state, the approach requires complete depth-first traversal of all paths after that state. In previous work we presented an algorithm that efficiently computes all-uses coverage without requiring observability [15].

6. Conclusions

High computational complexity often causes a perception that Mutation Testing is costly and impractical and remains a barrier to deployment in industry [7, 8]. Our method can be considered as a compromise approach to make it cheaper: the proposed method does not guarantee mutation adequacy, nevertheless significantly increases the mutation score, and thus, ability to reveal defects.

Unlike existing mutation-based methods, which assume construction of as many copies of initial model as many desired mutants produced, we generate a global ‘super-mutated’ model which includes all mutants and developed an algorithm of state-space traversal which tries to kill mutants on-the-fly using weak (just behavior divergence) and strong (requiring observable output effect) mutant recognition. During paths generation, our algorithm checks for possibility of detection of a mutant not killed yet, and, upon detection, stores the path with appropriate mark or keeps track of its unsatisfiable core otherwise.

Also the proposed procedure of finding of observability path itself can serve as an auxiliary strenghtener for more thorough testing – that is, while making provision for a certain coverage criterion, the observability effect of the required item being covered rises the chances to make defects visible.

The prototype was implemented and applied as a complementary tool for automatic test suites generation aimed for branch and all-uses coverage criteria for testing of migration of legacy systems [14, 28, 29]. Iterative process turns to be very practical since each test case killing some mutant will very likely accidentally kill many others. The authors of [18] came to a similar conclusion stating that while the number of coverage items for mutation testing is much larger than that needed for statement or branch coverage, it did not require significantly more tests.

It is well known that the ability to handle the exponential growth of the search space is the most critical feature of space exploration based methods [9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 28]. In this respect, our search algorithm aims to recognize redundancy of state exploration in advance. This method relies on the fact that if a state provably has no reachable observations of affected variables, then its exploration can be pruned from the search. For this reason it stores and dynamically refines knowledge about observable items reached from each state to prune the remaining exploration; an early-terminated path can later be resumed upon the refinement in order to hold completeness of the search. In many practical cases the analyzed state space potentially can be reduced exponentially and the proposed algorithm terminates much earlier, and thus, it significantly increases the maximum size of models for which the proposed analysis can be algorithmically computed.
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